Abstract. Two linear feedback control algorithms for handling and preventing congestion in high-speed networks are proposed and analyzed. The fluid approximation model is described with a continuous-time system of delaydifferential equations. The algorithms are asymptotically stable, and the transient processes are nonoscillatory. The control parameters are locally optimal (optimality is based on the asymptotic rate of convergence). The results of numerical experiments suggest that these parameters are globally optimal as well. The dependence of the quality of service on the duration of the control intervals is analyzed, and the performance of algorithms in a nonstationary environment is addressed. [24] demonstrated that the stability of such algorithms in the presence of propagation delays has the form of bounded oscillations (occurring even in the deterministic setting).
conclusion we present a brief summary of results, recommendations on a proper choice of algorithm, and an outline of future directions of research. Figure 1 ) between a source controlled by an access regulator and a distant node served with a constant transmission capacity µ. The traffic source is monitored and regulated by the access regulator, and the distant bottleneck node sends back the information on its congestion status, defined as the difference between the current buffer contents and the target value (a fixed threshold) X.
Basic model. Consider a single connection (
In order to describe large data transfers and isolate the issue of control mechanism from other considerations, assume (as in [10] ) that there is an infinite amount of traffic to be sent to the remote node. In order to capture the small size of ATM packets as well as high rates of the network, we approximate the traffic by fluid flows. This assumption is not restrictive, and the basic results of our analysis could be extended to the discrete version of the model. The access regulator controls the current input rate Z(t), basing its decisions on the buffer contents X(t) of the distant node, which is continually monitored by the source. A target value X of the remote buffer contents is fixed: if X(t) > X, the node is considered congested. The propagation delays from the source to the bottleneck and back are τ 1 and τ 2 , which add up to the round-trip delay τ = τ 1 + τ 2 . The control objective is to adapt Z(t) to µ dynamically while keeping X(t) at an acceptable level.
In the next section we present two linear feedback algorithms. Each algorithm controls the source rate Z(t) and varies it in proportion (determined by two or three gain parameters) to the differences between the buffer contents X(t) and the target value X.
3. Control algorithms. The first algorithm takes into account the deviations of X(t) from the target value X during two consecutive time slots, separated by the control time interval r. (In [15] the control interval r was equal to the round-trip delay τ .) These deviations are weighted with linear gain parameters a and b, so in a neighborhood of the threshold X the system evolution is described by
We take the derivative of the first equation here and substitute Y (t) = X(t) − X to obtain the delay-differential equation in the normalized time scale T = t/τ (where A = aτ 2 , B = bτ 2 , R = r/τ ):
Its characteristic equation is
which has an infinite number of roots λ i . The location of these roots on the complex plane determines [2, Thm. 6.7] the asymptotic behavior of Y (T ). In particular, the degree of stability λ = sup i {ℜλ i } guarantees the asymptotic convergence of Y (T ) with the exponential rate λ:
The location of these roots on the complex plane determines [2] the behavior of Y (t) around the equilibrium point 0.
Then V is the degree of stability of f (z), and any small deviation of A and B from A * and B * decreases the degree of stability of f (z).
It may seem surprising that B * (R) < 0 since it increases the rate Z(t) when the buffer contents X(t −τ 2 −r) exceeds X and vice versa. One may view this effect as a counterbalance dampening the oscillations generated by the regular feedback with the positive coefficient
The second algorithm takes into account the deviations of X(t) from the target value X during two consecutive time slots, separated by the time interval r/2. These deviations are weighted with linear gain parameters a, b, and c, so in a neighborhood of the threshold X the system evolution is described by
We take the derivative of the first equation here and substitute Y (t) = X(t) − X to obtain the delay-differential equation in the normalized time scale T = t/τ (where A = aτ 2 , B = bτ 2 , C = cτ 2 , R = r/τ ):
which has an infinite number of roots (eigenvalues). The location of these roots on the complex plane determines [2] the behavior of Y (t) around the equilibrium point 0.
Then W is the degree of stability of f (z), and any small deviation of A, B, and C from A * , B * , and C * decreases the degree of stability of f (z). 
Performance analysis.
Since the principal roots V and W for both algorithms are negative and real, the choice of damping parameters A = A * , B = B * , and C = C * suggested in the theorems of the previous section guarantees the exponential and nonoscillatory convergence of algorithms.
The structure of the proof also demonstrates the robustness of algorithms to small uncertainties in the knowledge of the round-trip delay. In other words, if the algorithms are constructed on the assumption that the round-trip delay is τ that whereas the actual round-trip delay is τ * = τ , then the first algorithm has the degree of stability V * (the second algorithm the has degree of stability W * ), where V * → V as τ * → τ (for the second algorithm, W * → W as τ * → τ ). The exponential stability of the control algorithms means the discrete versions of the algorithms are also stable.
The theorems also state the control coefficients are locally optimal. Extensive numerical calculations have been carried out, and the results obtained so far suggest the gain parameters described in Theorems 1 and 2 are globally optimal as well. In particular, to analyze the global optimality of A = A * and B = B * in Theorem 1, the number S = sup 250<T <300 |Y (T )| has been calculated for each pair A and B in the square lattices A * − 6/R ≤ A ≤ A * + 6/R, B * − 6/R ≤ B ≤ B * +6/R of 300×300 points with the initial condition Y (T ) = T for 0 ≤ T ≤ 1. The data were used to plot d = − log S as a function of A and B for R = 1, 0.1, 0.01. For all R considered, the function d has the single maximum (a typical picture for R = 1 is shown in Figure 2 ) corresponding to the single optimal point A = A * , B = B * . According 
FIG. 3. Transient processes for the first algorithm (upper graph) and for the second algorithm (lower graph) under impulse initial disturbance.
to the definition of d, the pair (A * , B * ) minimizes the sum S, which translates into the fastest convergence of Y (T ) to zero. Similar results were obtained for other target values S with different initial conditions and different time boundaries T . All this suggests that the pair (A * , B * ) is indeed the global optimum for all R. Similar numerical calculations suggest that the triple (A * , B * , C * ) is the global optimum for any R. The formulas of theorems show that the shorter the control time interval R, the better the asymptotic performance (degree of stability). If R → 0, the asymptotic rate of convergence V of the first algorithm tends to √ 2 − 2 = −0.5857 . . . and the asymptotic rate of convergence W of the second algorithm tends to √ 3 − 3 = −1.26795 . . . . Small control time intervals R require large gain parameters. As the control interval R decreases, the absolute values of gain parameters increase as R −1 for the first algorithm and as R −2 for the second one. The different behavior of gain parameters for the control algorithms leads to different transient performance. To illustrate it, consider the transient reaction of two algorithms on a unit jump (delta-function) disturbance. As shown in Figure 3 , the first algorithm "absorbs" the jump for all values of control time intervals R uniformly, whereas the second algorithm exhibits sharp deterioration of the transient behavior (short and large peaks) for small R.
Suppose now the server rate µ is not constant:
where Similarly, the stabilized reaction for the second algorithm has the form (1) with the function
.
These integral representations
give an opportunity to analyze the stabilized reaction of the proposed algorithms on variable (deterministic or random) server rate µ(t).
Since the server rate µ(T ) is bounded and the model is linear, it is helpful to analyze the reaction on the harmonically changing server rate. If µ(T ) = e iwT , then the reaction Y (T ) tends to h(iw)e iwT . The absolute value |h(iw)| describes the ratio of the oscillations of the buffer occupancy versus the server rate oscillations. Figure 4 displays |h(iw)| for 0 ≤ w ≤ 20 and 0 < R < 1 for both algorithms.
All these observations indicate that the first algorithm has certain advantages over the second one. Although in the case of the fixed server rate, three control parameters lead to a better asymptotic convergence (the more control information is available, the better asymptotic properties could be achieved), the two-parameter scheme gives more robust transient performance as well as better performance in a nonstationary environment: since the second algorithm has large gain coefficients of order R −2 , it underperforms the first algorithm with smaller gain coefficients of order R −1 when the conditions change (transients and/or changing server rate). Similar effects (where large gain parameters, while being beneficial for the asymptotic behavior, lead to unsatisfactory transient regimes) have been observed in other control systems as well (see, for example, [14] , [28] , and their references). We conclude our analysis by noting that both control algorithms are applicable to the case where multiple connections share the bottleneck node ( Figure 5 ) and the propagation delays are the same for each connection. For example, the first algorithm could be modified to
Denoting Z(t) = i Z i (t), we can describe the behavior of algorithm (2) by the same formulas as in the single connection case. The stability properties of the new algorithm (2) are identical to those obtained for single connection case. The common asymptotic rate of convergence for all connections is determined by the principal root of the characteristic equation associated with the global system. The same generalization is applicable to the second algorithm.
Conclusion.
We analyzed two linear feedback control algorithms and their convergence and optimality. The problems of the optimal choice of control intervals were addressed. We also analyzed the robustness of the algorithms for nonstationary server rate and performance of transient regimes. The results obtained suggest that the two-control parameter scheme is probably better than the three-parameter one: although it has slightly worse asymptotic properties, it has much better transient response as well as a better rate of convergence to changing server rate. It would be important to continue the analysis of these issues. In particular, the next challenging question to be addressed is to extend these algorithms to control of traffic mixture with different propagation delays.
6. Appendix.
Proof of Theorem
To prove that all other roots have lesser real parts than V , the following three steps are accomplished. First we prove that there are exactly three roots in the domain Q = {z : |ℑz| ≤ 2π/(1 + R)}. Next we prove that there are no roots of f (z) in the domain P = {z : ℜz ≥ −0.6, |z| ≥ 2π/(1 + R)}. Since the triple root V belongs to Q, that would mean the absence of other roots of f (z) in Q. The final step is to combine two previous steps and to conclude that there are no zeros (but V ) in the domain R = {z : |ℜz| ≥ −0.6}.
The first step uses theory of rotation of planar vector fields [21] . Consider the rotation of the vector field (ℜf (z), ℑf (z)) on the boundaries of rectangular domains
As N → ∞, e (1+R)z z 2 becomes the dominant member in f (z) on the right vertical boundary of Q N and, as such, determines the rotation of (ℜf (z), ℑf (z)) on the segment (x = N, y ∈ [−2π/(1 + R), 2π/(1 + R)]). The rotation of e (1+R)z z 2 on this segment tends (as N → ∞) to the rotation of e (1+R)z , which is 4π. On the left vertical boundary, −B is the dominant member, so the rotation tends to zero as N → ∞. On the upper boundary (where y ≡ 2π/(1 + R)) the function g(x) = f (x + iy) is equal to
The rotation on the upper boundary of Q N tends to π as N → ∞: in order to prove it, it is sufficient to show that ℜg(x) < 0 for x ≤ 0 (since ℑg(x) > 0 for x ≥ 0 and the quarter {ℜg(x), ℑg(x)} is not visited by the point g(x), which would imply that the rotation is defined correctly (g(x) = 0) and is equal to π).
To prove that ℜg(x) < 0 for x ≤ 0, we consider two cases: case α, 1/3 ≤ R ≤ 1; case
2 , and the latter function has its maximum at x = −2/(1+R) at the considered interval. The first member of ℜg(x) is less than e −2π 4π 2 /(1 + R) 2 < 0.042 (since R ≥ 1/3). The second member of ℜg(x) is negative, and the third member is less than −0.28 (since R ≤ 1). Hence ℜg(x) is negative.
Consider case β and its three subcases: case (i), −2π/(1 + R) < x < −π/(1 + R); case (ii), −∞ < x ≤ −2π/(1 + R); case (iii), −π/R ≤ x ≤ 0.
In case (i) the first member in ℜg(x) is negative, whereas the sum of other two members is less than A exp(−πR/(1 + R)) cos(2πR/(1 + R)) + B, which is less than −0.98 on 1/3 ≤ R ≤ 1. In case (ii) the first member in ℜg(x) is less than 0.041, whereas the sum of other two members is less than A exp(−2πR/(1 + R)) cos(2πR/(1 + R)) + B, which is less than −0.919 on 1/3 ≤ R ≤ 1. In case (iii) the sum of the second and third members is less than A cos(2πR/(1 + R)) + B, which is less than −0.919 on 1/3 ≤ R ≤ 1, whereas the first member is less than e −π (3π 2 /(1 + R) 2 ) < −0.72. The same analysis is applicable for the lower boundary (y ≡ π): the rotation there tends to π.
Therefore, the rotation of (ℜf (z), ℑf (z)) on the boundaries of Q N is 6π for sufficiently large N. Hence f (z) has three zeros (counted with their multiplicity) inside Q.
The second step is proven as follows. For 1/3 ≤ R ≤ 1 and x ≥ −0.6, y ≥ 2π/(1 + R) we have
Assume further that 0 < R < 1/3. Since |AR| < 1/2 and |BR| < 1/2 for 0 < R ≤ 1/3, then for |y| ≥ 2π/(1 + R) and R < 1/3. (Since (B + A)R → 0 as R → 0, then h(R, y) = B + Ae Rx cos(Ry) is less than 0.242 + 0.2y 2 (for R ≤ 1/3 and y < π/R).) Finally, on the lower boundary for x = −0.6 the same analysis as for the left boundary shows that |e (R+1)z z 2 | > |Ae Rz + B|; for x = N this follows from the analysis of the right boundary. Since (see the first step of the proof) both (ℜf, ℑf ) and (ℜg, ℑg), where
do not belong to the quarter {ℜZ > 0, ℑZ < 0}, a linear homotopy exists between f and g. Therefore, the final step is completed, and V is the degree of stability of f (z).
To prove the local optimality of A * and B * , denote A = A * + α, B = B * + β, and consider the Taylor series f (z) = i f i (z − V ) i :
Then the function g(s) + δ(s)s 4 = (g 0 + δ(s))s 4 + g 1 s 3 + g 2 s 2 + g 3 s + g 4 has the same roots as f (z − V ), where
for sufficiently small ε 0 , where ∂U is the boundary of U = {z : |z| ≤ ε 0 }. Then for sufficiently small ε 1 < ε (i) max U |δ(s)| = ε 2 < ε, (ii) min ∂U |g(s)/s 4 | > ε, (iii) min U (g 0 + δ(s)) > 0 for any |α|, |β| < ε 1 . Parts (i) and (ii) imply that g(s) and g(s) + δ(s)s 4 have the same rotation on δU and the same number of roots inside U for any |α|, |β| < ε 1 . Part (ii) implies that any polynomial G δ (s) = g(s) + δs 4 (where |δ| < ε 2 ) has three roots in U and a negative root outside of U for any |α|, |β| < ε 1 . Part (iii) implies G δ (s) has no roots in the right half-plane (RHP) iff all its Hurwitz determinants 1 If g 4 = 0, then one of the roots of G δ (s) is zero and one of the Hurwitz determinants which means that G δ (s) has a root in the RHP. If g 4 = 0, then G δ (s) has a root in the RHP both for g 4 < 0 (since 4 = g 4 3 ) and for g 4 > 0 (since
for |δ|, |α|, |β| < ε < 0.001). Fix α and β. Since the sign of any of the Hurwitz determinants of the functions G δ (s) does not depend on δ for all |δ| < ε ( 1 does not depend on δ, the sign of
does not depend on δ for |δ| < ε, 3 < 0 for |δ|, |α|, |β| < ε, and the sign of 4 = g 4 3 does not depend on δ since g 4 does not depend on δ), then [13, Chap. XV, Thm. 5] G δ (s) has the same number of roots in the RHP for any |δ| < ε. As δ changes from −ε to ε, the roots of G δ (s) in the RHP form the set R (separated from the imaginary axis), and the rest of the roots form the set L. The continuous homotopy g(s) + γ δ(s)s 4 (for γ ∈ [0, 1]) preserves the rotation on ∂U and continuously moves the roots of g(s) + δ(s)s 4 to the roots of g(s). For any γ ∈ [0, 1] the roots of g(s) in U belong to the set R ∪ L (if r ∈ U is a root of g(s) + γ δ(s)s 4 , then it is also a root of G γ δ(r) (s): since δ(s) is a regular function, |δ(r)| < ε). Since g(s) has a root r ∈ R for γ = 0, then the homotopic prototype of r for γ = 1 also belongs to R. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 2.
The proof of Theorem 2 closely follows the proof of Theorem 1.
Since
and C = C * , then W is a quadruple root of f (z). To prove that all other roots have lesser real parts than V , the following three steps are accomplished. First, we prove that there are exactly four roots in the domain Q = {z : |ℑz| ≤ 2π/(1 + R)}. Next, we prove that there are no roots of f (z) in the domain P = {z : ℜz ≥ −1.268, |z| ≥ 2π/(1 + R)}. Since the quadruple root W belongs to Q, that would mean the absence of other zeros in Q. The final step is to combine two previous steps and to conclude that there are no zeros (but W ) in the domain R = {z : |ℜz| ≥ −1.268}.
The first step uses theory of rotation of planar vector fields [21] . We will analyze the rotation of the vector field (ℜf (z), ℑf (z)) on the boundaries of rectangular domains
Consider the right vertical boundary of Q N . For N → ∞ the member e (1+R)z z 2 becomes the dominant member in f (z) and, as such, determines the rotation of (ℜf (z), ℑf (z)) on the segment (x = N, y ∈ [−2π/(1+R), 2π/(1+R)]). The rotation of e (1+R)z z 2 on this segment tends (as N → ∞) to the rotation of e (1+R)z , which is 4π. On the left vertical boundary, −B is the dominant member, so the rotation tends to zero as N → ∞. On the upper boundary (where y ≡ 2π/(1 + R)) the function f (x + iy) = g 1 (x) + ig 2 (x) has the form
, is negative for 0 < R ≤ 1. On the lower boundary we use the already established (in the first step) existence of a homotopy between (ℜf, ℑf ) and (ℜg, ℑg) on this boundary. This proves the second statement of the theorem.
To prove the third statement of the theorem, denote A = A * +a, B = B * +b, C = C * +c, where |a| < ε, |b| < ε, |c| < ε, ε ≪ 1. Consider the Taylor series of f (z) in the neighborhood of W :
Then the function
has the same roots as f (z − W ), where
The technique used in the proof of Theorem 1 is applicable here as well, and we have to prove only that all the Routh-Hurwitz determinants 1 , . . . , 5 of the polynomial G δ (s) = g(s) + δs 5 cannot be positive for small |α|, |β|, |γ | < ε. Let g 5 = 0. Then one of the Hurwitz polynomials of G δ (s)/s (if g 4 = 0) and G δ (s)/s 2 (if g 4 = 0) is negative. Let g 5 = 0. Since 5 = g 5 4 , it is sufficient to prove that both g 5 > 0 and 4 > 0 cannot hold simultaneously for small α, β, γ , δ.
Consider the Hessian of 4 
The other two zero eigenvalues define the two-dimensional invariant subspace M for the kernel of the Hessian. Since g 5 > 0 and
on M, then 1920β + γ R 5 < 0 on M. Since the restriction of 4 on M has the form This expression is positive if γ < 0. The latter relation follows from the fact that (1920β + γ R 5 ) < 0 on M (and on L as well) and from the representation of (1920β + γ R 5 ) on L in the form This proves the third statement of the theorem.
